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WHY A YARDSTICK
JUST WON’T WORK

People often ask us, “what makes the Putting
Stick different than a yard stick?”
BUILT IN LEVEL
A square impact or roll on a yardstick may not
roll true because the yardstick may not be
level side to side. Whereas, the Putting Stick
has the level built in.

About Us

TPK is a manufacturer of fine leather goods--including the
Back Saver Wallet, and the Putting Stick located in Waconia,
Minnesota. Our products are proudly made Made in the
U.S.A. TPK has created custom products for some of the
largest names and people in the Golf world including PGA,
Ryder Cup, and U.S. Open events! See the difference by
selecting TPK for your next event or tournament!

36” VERSUS 46”
It is possible to hit a ball on a yardstick and
have it travel all the way down the stick? Yes.
Mathematically it could stay on the yardstick
up to 36” and not be truly square on the yardstick. However, having the extra length with
The Putting Stick gives you 100% accuracy.
British Masters Champion Paul Dunne said,
“The Putting Stick helps see the true line.”

DIFFERENCE IN FRICTION
One could practice a bad stroke over and over
on a yardstick because of the friction which
would help the ball not fall off the yardstick.
Because the friction between the ball and
acrylic of the Putting Stick, it will give you
true and accurate feedback instantly.
“After receiving the putting sticks from TPK, and having kept
stats since my arrival at Idaho, our team lowered its putting
average by 1.7 strokes per player after the first year. In team
golf, which counts 4 players, that is an almost 7 strokes
per round difference, and for a three round event, that is
21 strokes. If anyone looked up our scoring averages, they
would see this to be true!” ~ John Means, former Head Coach
at Idaho and former GCAA President, founding member of
GCAA, and a member of the Golf Coaches Hall of Fame

Call us: 1.800.433.4653

There is a simple reason over
70 PGA and LPGA Golfers are on
The Putting Stick: it works.
“This is the best training aid at
the show.” ~ Alice Miller, former
LPGA Champion and teacher
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